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Saving time and increasing design quality
with manufacturer content

Munich, Feb 8 2023 - ALLPLAN, global provider of BIM solutions for the AEC
industry, has announced the integration of building product manufacturer
Schöck's BIM libraries into the latest version of its Allplan 2023 BIM software.
The special feature of the new solution is that Allplan accesses the
manufacturer's daily updated product data. This eliminates the possibility of
accidentally using outdated product data, which leads to increased design
quality.

"We are pleased that Schöck Bauteile GmbH is the first to integrate with its BIM



libraries including product data and material numbers in Allplan 2023, supporting
a seamless integrated BIM workflow from design to construction - in line with our
'Design to Build' claim", says Eduardo Lazarotto, Senior Vice President Product
& Strategy at ALLPLAN.

BIM is the foundation for construction projects executed in a cost-conscious
manner, through optimizing workflows and saving time during the design and
construction process. With the integration of the Schöck BIM libraries in
Allplan 2023, digital workflow is further improved: Engineers work within the
Allplan application in their familiar standard. The tedious search and
conversion of fixtures are a thing of the past. Also new are the levels of
detail, which can be set individually and automatically adapted to the
selected scale.

Another advantage is optimized object placement - in suitable orientation -
in a single work step. In addition, links to tender texts for the respective
building products are stored. With the integration of the BIM libraries from
Schöck, a seamlessly integrated workflow from design to construction is
available, which, in addition to a flexible working method, enables increased
design quality as well as time and cost savings.

More information about Allplan 2023: Features Allplan AEC 2023

About the Nemetschek Group

The Nemetschek Group is a globally leading software provider for digital
transformation in the AEC/O and media industries. Its intelligent software
solutions cover the entire lifecycle of building and infrastructure projects and
enable creatives to optimize their workflows. Customers can design, build,
and manage buildings and infrastructures more efficiently and sustainably
and develop digital content such as visualizations, films and computer games
more creatively. The software provider is driving innovations such as digital
twins as well as open standards (OPEN BIM), and sustainability in the AEC/O
industry, constantly expanding its portfolio by also investing in deep-tech
startups. Currently more than seven million users worldwide are shaping the
world with the customer-focused solutions of our four divisions. Founded by
Prof. Georg Nemetschek in 1963, the Nemetschek Group today employs

https://www.allplan.com/products/allplan-aec-2023-features/


around 3,600 experts globally.

Publicly listed since 1999 and quoted on the MDAX and TecDAX, the
company generated revenues amounting to EUR 801.8 million and an EBITDA
of EUR 257.0 million in 2022.
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